TBKC Inclement Weather Policy
Thunder Beach Sand Soccer KC
7701 Renner Rd, Shawnee, KS 66217
TBKC @ Park Lanes holds safety as the highest and most primary concern for all participants and spectators.
According to US Soccer’s Recognize to Recover (recognizetorecover.org) initiatives, lightning is one of the top
ten causes of sudden death in sport. The guidelines and plan outlined below aims to provide TBKC’s
approach to ensure participation in our programming is as safe as possible.
Inclement Weather Delays & Cancellations
There will always be a TBKC staﬀ member on hand at the TBKC @ Park Lanes facility to make decisions
about delays and/or cancellations. The decision made by TBKC staﬀ is final and not up for dispute.
Lightning strikes detected within 10 miles of the complex will result in a 30 minute delay. If there are
subsequent lightning strikes detected, the 30 minute clock resets. There is no set amount of time for how long
we will wait out lightning delays. The TBKC staﬀ reserves the right to delay, postpone or cancel scheduled
programming as they see fit.
From the moment lightning is detected until the 30 minute delay time has ended, all participants and
spectators must either be inside the Park Lanes Family Fun Center facility or in their vehicles. No one is
permitted to be outside, within the confines of the TBKC @ Park Lanes facility during a lightning delay.
Tornado Warnings
In the event of a tornado warning, all spectators and participants should move inside the Park Lanes Family
Fun Center facility and follow tornado shelter policies and instructions from Park Lanes Family Fun Center
staﬀ.
Inclement Weather Notifications
Notifications of delays and changes as a result of inclement weather will be sent out to all participants via
email, text message (if you provide us with that information upon registration), on the TBKC website
(www.thunderbeachsandsoccerkc.com) and through the TBKC Twitter (https://twitter.com/thunderbeachkc)
and Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/ThunderBeachKC/) accounts.

